Persistence vs. improvement in prosodic opacity

Persistent rules, as proposed by Chafe (1968) and Myers (1991), apply whenever their
structural conditions are met, at any given point in the derivation, yielding, for example,
systematic gaps in language structures. This paper discusses the role of rule persistence
in explaining surface opacity found in Yimas [New Guinea; (Foley, 1991)]. The discussion
is placed within the context of recent developments in Optimality Theory which allow for
serial ordering conditioned by harmonic improvement and constraint ranking [Harmonic
Serialism, henceforth HS (McCarthy, 2000, 2008; Pruitt, 2008)]. It is shown that in
its current shape HS cannot accomodate persistent rules, thus overlooking the insights
brought by persistence to the discussion on serial derivations.
Persistent footing provides a solution to the puzzle of opacity in the stress-epenthesis
interaction found in Yimas. The initial main stress pattern found in Yimas (1a) is
disrupted in words where the rst vowel is epenthetic, as shown in (1b) (the underlined
vowels are epenthetic).
(1)

a.

Canonical stress
wúratàkay
mámantàkarman

b.

`turtle'
`land crab'

Opaque stress
kicáki
nimpánmara

`cut'
`stomach'

However, initial epenthetic vowels can receive stress when they are immediately followed
by another epenthetic vowel, as shown in (2).
(2)

Metrically visible epenthetic vowels
`wasp'
krı́mkinawt
tı́mpinàwkwan `sago palm'

The solution to the puzzle proposed here is the following. Footing in Yimas is persistent,
i.e. it applies at any point in the derivation where there are unparsed stressable elements.
However, in cases where there is not enough prosodic material to construct a foot, footing
is blocked creating surface opacity, as shown by the derivation in (3).
(3)

Persistent footing in Yimas
× ××
UR
/nmp a nm a r a /
h × ×i×
Footing
nmp a nm a r a
× h × ×i×
Epenthesis n i mp a nm a r a
Footing

Stress
Output

blocked

×
×
× h × ×i×
n i mp a nm a r a
nimpánmara

×
×
/tmpn a wkw a n/
h×
×i
tmpn a wkw a n
× ×h×
×i
t i mp i n a wkw a n
h× ×ih ×
×i
t i mp i n a wkw a n
×
×
×
h× ×ih ×
×i
t i mp i n a wkw a n
tı́mpinàwkwan

The generalisation that footing in Yimas applies whenever there is unparsed prosodic
material provides a simple and accurate analysis of Yimas stress. However, it will be
shown that this generalisation is entirely elusive for HS.
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Stress-epenthesis interaction in Yimas is tentatively considered here as following from
two constraints: Parse-σ (=Do not have unparsed syllables) and a provisional constraint
against onset clusters *CmplxOns(=Do not have complex onsets). Either ranking of
the two constraints will fail to license one of the two subchains underlined in (4).
(4)

a.
b.

h×
× i × ×h×
× i × h×
× i h× ×ih ×
×i
<tmpn a wkw a n , t i mpn a wkw a n , t i mp i n a wkw a n, t i mp i n a wkw a n>
h × ×i× × h × ×i×
× ××
<nmp a nm a r a , nmp a nm a r a , n i mp a nm a r a >

Ranking of Parse-σ over *CmplxOns falsely predicts that there can be no epenthesis
once foot assignment has taken place, as shown in (5a). Ranking *CmplxOns over
Parse-σ , on the other hand, makes the incorrect prediction that all foot assignment
must be delayed until after all complex onsets have been repaired, as illustrated in (5b).
(5)
a. Parse-σ  CmplxOns

h×
×i
/tmpn a wkw a n/




× ××
/nmp a nm a r a /

Parse-σ CmplxOns

h×
×i
tmpn a wkw a n
× h×
×i
t i mpn a wkw a n

b. CmplxOns  Parse-σ




**
*!

*

CmplxOns Parse-σ

× × ××
n i mp a nm a r a
h × ×i×
nmp a nm a r a

****
*!

*

Importantly, the serial OT analysis cannot be salvaged through the introduction of extrinsic ordering, e.g. by means of Precedence constraints (McCarthy, 2007), as Prec
constraints have no way of capturing the fact that footing occurs both before and after
epenthesis. This problem of serial OT has been acknowledged by McCarthy (2007) in
a discussion on rule sandwiching (Bye, 2001) and the Duke of York gambit (Pullum,
1976). The solution proposed by McCarthy is re-analysing the opaque cases as transparent. However, the viability of this solution for the Yimas data is rejected by the present
account.
A transparent account of Yimas has, indeed, been proposed by Alderete (1999), who
analyses the partial metrical visibility in Yimas as an optimal resolution of a conict between output constraints on stress assignment and an inherent restriction against stressing epenthetic vowels. However, this analysis is problematic in employing the constraint
Head-Dep, which conates an evaluation of an input-output relationship (typical of
faithfulness) with an output well-formedness condition (typical of markedness). What
is more, the transparent analysis must resort to assuming unstressability of epenthetic
vowels, thus partially axiomatising a phenomenon that it set out to explain. The present
account, on the other hand, derives the opacity in Yimas from ordering and persistence
only, in an attempt to gain a better understanding of how phonological processes might
interact.
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